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We present a critical assessment of the SN1987A supernova cooling bound on axions and other light

particles. Core collapse simulations used in the literature to substantiate the bound omitted from the

calculation the envelope exterior to the proto-neutron star (PNS). As a result, the only source of neutrinos in

these simulations was, by construction, a cooling PNS. We show that if the canonical delayed neutrino

mechanism failed to explode SN1987A, and if the precollapse star was rotating, then an accretion disk

would form that could explain the late-time (t≳ 5 sec) neutrino events. Such accretion disk would be a

natural feature if SN1987Awas a collapse-induced thermonuclear explosion. Axions do not cool the disk

and do not affect its neutrino output, provided the disk is optically thin to neutrinos, as it naturally is. These

considerations cast doubt on the supernova cooling bound.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The neutrino burst of the core collapse supernova

(CCSN) SN1987A [1–3] played an important role in

constraining models of new light particles beyond the

Standard Model. A good example is the Peccei-Quinn

axion [4–6], a target of extensive experimental searches

[7–10]. In this paper we present a critical reassessment of

the SN1987A bound on new particles. We highlight the

case of axions, but we expect that our discussion also

applies to other models such as dark photons [11], sterile

neutrinos [12], and other examples [13–16].

The SN1987A neutrino data is reproduced in Fig. 1. The

axion bound revolves around the duration of the neutrino

signal [7]. The argument is that emission of new particles

from the proto-neutron star (PNS) core would compete with

the Standard Model neutrino production. As a result, the

PNS cools too fast to account for the neutrino events

observed up to ∼10 sec after the onset of the burst.

This argument for the axion bound hinges on the

assumption that the late-time (t≳ 5 sec) neutrino emission

was produced by a cooling PNS. But how certain are we

that this was the case? We are concerned about the

following issues:

(1) A cooling PNS is not the only source of neutrino

emission in CCSNe. If matter from the envelope of

the star continues to accrete onto the core, then

accretion contributes to the neutrino luminosity.

As we show in Sec. II, none of the simulations

quoted with respect to the axion bound [7] included

the stellar envelope outside of the PNS, so these

simulations missed the late-time emission of neu-

trinos from the accretion of that part of the envelope.

As we show in Secs. III and IV, axions do not affect

the accretion-induced neutrino luminosity.

(2) The reason that past works focused on a bare PNS,

is that a PNS is thought to be the likely object

remaining behind in the core of a CCSN that

explodes via the delayed neutrino mechanism

(DνM) [18–21], and the DνM was assumed to be

the cause of the explosion in SN1987A. However,

DνM simulations have not yet been able to repro-

duce an explosion with progenitor or energetics

resembling SN1987A. Success could be around

the corner [22], but we think it important to keep

an open mind to the possibility that the DνM fails.

(3) Lacking a self-consistent DνM simulation, deriva-

tions of the axion bound used simulations in which

the explosionwas triggeredbyhand, if itwas triggered

at all: most analyses simply considered a bare PNS

without worrying about the actual supernova. Note

that the DνM is not the only proposed model for

CCSNe [23–30]. At least some CCSNe could be

collapse-induced thermonuclear explosions (CITEs),
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an idea brought up by [31–34] and demonstrated in

2D simulations by [35,36], specifically focusing on

SN1987A in [17]. CITE needs a rotating progenitor,

which was almost certainly the case for SN1987A

[37]. Rotation leads to the formation of an accretion

disk that can sustain the required neutrino luminosity

at t≳ 5 sec [17,38–40].

(4) The outcome of prolonged accretion is a stellar-

mass black hole (BH), rather than a neutron star

(NS) remnant. Interestingly, a NS has not been

observed in the remnant of SN1987A [41–44]. This

is not necessarily a problem for models predicting

a NS as it could still be hiding among the debris of

the supernova [43,44]. Nevertheless, it would be

reassuring to see observational evidence for the

NS’s existence.

We conclude in Sec. V that the current understanding of

SN1987A does not allow to place robust constraints on

axions, or other new particles that free-stream out of the

supernova core. Experimental searches (e.g., the upcoming

IAXO experiment [10]) would do good to keep an open eye

for axions in the parameter space nominally excluded by

the supernova bound.

The next Galactic supernova [45] could be more

conducive to new physics searches via detailed informa-

tion on the neutrino flavor composition and time structure

of the burst [17,46–48]. In addition, some credence may

be lent to the bound if a NS would be observed in the

remnant, or if DνM simulations would demonstrate

explosions with progenitors and energetics comparable

to those of SN1987A. However, even then one might

worry about residual accretion that could accompany the

explosion also in the DνM [49,50] once 3D effects are

taken into account.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Raffelt [7,8] reviewed the SN1987A bound on axions

and suggested the following criterion to define the axion

bound, based on the time duration of the burst:

ϵa < 1019 erg=g=s: ð1Þ

Here ϵa is the axion emissivity which, in Eq. (1), is to be

evaluated at reference temperature T ¼ 30 MeV and den-

sity ρ ¼ 3 × 1014 g=cm3. Equation (1) was introduced as

a simple, effective means to formulate the axion bound.

To substantiate it, Raffelt [7] refers to the numerical

simulations of Mayle et al. [51,52] and of Burrows,

Turner, and Brinkmann [53]. We therefore discuss these

numerical works in some detail.

Reference [52] (updating [51]) studied core collapse in

1D simulations including axions. The axion bound was

defined to correspond to the value of fa with which the

neutrino burst duration extends over >7 sec. This timing

requirement implied total energy emission in axions of

Ea ¼
R

dtLa < 3 × 1053 erg. Two points are important to

note about the simulations of [51,52]:

(i) Therewas no supernova explosion in the simulations.

(ii) The simulations included only the central M ¼
1.64 M⊙ iron core of the star, discarding the stellar

envelope outside of it. The time it takes from the

onset of core collapse until the outermost mass

coordinate of [51,52] falls onto the PNS is t ≈

0.4ð1.64 M⊙=MÞ
1

2ðr=2 × 108 cmÞ
3

2 sec, where r ≈

2 × 108 is a typical radial coordinate for this value

of M. Therefore, on times t≳ 1 sec or so, the

simulations left out of the calculation the accretion

of the envelope outside of the iron core.

Inspecting the neutrino luminosity in the calculations

of [52] (see Fig. 3 there), one notices that the neutrino

luminosity during t < 2.5 sec is insensitive to axion

emission, regardless of the value of fa. At t > 2.5 sec
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FIG. 1. Top: SN1987A neutrino event energies and arrival

times as registered by the detectors Kamiokande [1], IMB [2],

and Baksan [3]. Horizontal line indicates the energy threshold

adopted in the Kamiokande analysis [1]. Bottom: Inferred ν̄e
luminosity at the source. Thick (thin) error bars denote the 1σ

(2σ) allowed range. Based on analysis in [17].
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axion cooling starts to affect the neutrino signal, but by

t ¼ 5 sec the neutrino luminosity is still only reduced by

a factor of ∼2 compared to the no-axion simulation.

Such minor suppression would be perfectly compatible

with the SN1987A data (see Fig. 1).

The fact that axions do not affect the early phase of

the neutrino burst may seem surprising on first glance.

The reason for that, is that while axion emission can

quickly drain the PNS core of internal energy, it takes a few

seconds (of order the neutrino diffusion time) for this

information to propagate to the neutrinosphere where the

neutrino signal is determined. We have verified the general

behaviour found by [52] using numerical simulations,

described in Appendix.

At t > 5 sec, the neutrino luminosity in the simulations

of [52] with fa in the excluded range goes significantly

below the no-axion case, falling to Lν̄e
< 1051 erg=s at

t ≈ 7 sec. If the PNS was the only source of neutrinos, then

this behavior would indeed be inconsistent with the

neutrino events around t ∼ 10 sec.

The second suite of simulations referred to by [7] is that

of Burrows, Turner, and Brinkmann [53], based on the

numerical framework of [54,55]. Again, the simulations

(with [53] and without [54,55] axion emission) did not

involve a supernova explosion. The explicit initial con-

ditions contained only the iron core with a mass of

M ¼ 1.3 M⊙. Reference [53] added a treatment of accre-

tion, but that was not calculated from an actual stellar

profile. Instead, an effective accretion rate was specified

by _M ¼ _M0e
−t=τ. Three models were studied: model A,

with _M0 ¼ 1 M⊙=s, and models B and C, with _M0 ¼
0.4 M⊙=s. All three models used τ ¼ 0.5 sec. With these

parameters the accretion rate in all three models dropped

below 10−3 M⊙=s within less than 2.8 seconds, effectively

eliminating the accretion component of the neutrino

luminosity that, as we show in Sec. IV, requires _M ≳

0.05 M⊙=s to accommodate the SN1987A data. With this

treatment, effectively limiting the simulations to contain a

bare cooling PNS at t≳ 2 sec, Ref. [53] found an axion

bound that was approximately consistent with the results

of [52] (after proper matching of the axion coupling

definitions [7]).

Proceeding from Raffelt’s work in the 1990s [7] to more

recent analyses, the strategy remained the same: the emission

of new particles was calculated in simulations of PNS

cooling, without a supernova explosion. Reference [56]

simulated a bare PNS read-off from a nonexploding core

collapse simulation at t ¼ 0.5 sec. Reference [48] (see also

[57]) used simulations in which an explosion was triggered

by artificially enhancing the heat deposition due to neutrinos

behind the stalled shock. The artificial heating rates were

tuned such that by t ¼ 0.5 sec, the shock progressed out

to ∼1000 km, thereby eliminating the accretion luminosity

component. References [11,16] used simulations from [58]

in which an explosion was set-off artificially at t ¼ 0.1 sec,

after which the envelope above the PNS was removed

by hand.

In summary, the Raffelt criterion [7] Eq. (1) is based on

the assumption that nonexploding DνM simulations must

somehow be missing a key aspect of the physics, such

that in reality the DνM must trigger an explosion on time

t≲ 2 sec after core collapse. The explosion is assumed to

strip-off the envelope of the star, leaving the cooling PNS

as the only source of neutrinos. Following this logic, all of

the analyses of the supernova axion bound effectively

involved simulations of bare PNS cooling, leaving the rest

of the star out of the calculation. This scenario could

be correct: perhaps DνM simulations would eventually

achieve self-consistent explosions a-la SN1987A (see, e.g.,

[22]). In that case, the supernova axion bound could

perhaps be substantiated.

However, if the DνM failed in SN1987A, then the

stellar envelope would have continued to accrete onto the

compact central object. In that case one is left to wonder

whether the accretion-induced neutrino luminosity could

invalidate the axion bound. In the next two sections

we attend to this question. In Sec. III we review the

possibility, brought up and studied using numerical

simulations in [17], that the late-time events of

SN1987A came from an accretion disk. In Sec. IV we

show that axion emission does not affect the neutrino

luminosity of such a disk.

III. LATE-TIME EVENTS FROM AN

ACCRETION DISK

If the DνM fails to explode the star, then the continued

accretion of the envelope could lead to BH formation

within ∼1–3 sec [59]. BH formation under quasispherical

accretion would temporarily quench the neutrino luminos-

ity, leading to a quiescent phase lasting a few seconds.

As shown in Ref. [17], a gap in the SN1987A neutrino

burst, starting around t ∼ 2–3 sec, is consistent with the

data. This gap was also noted in [60–62].
1

Next, if the precollapse star was rotating, an accretion

disk forms. Such accretion disks around stellar-mass BHs

were studied in numerical simulations by different

groups (see, e.g., [17,38–40]). Because the formation

of the disk is associated with the failure of the DνM to

produce an explosion, Ref. [38] considered this scenario a

“failed supernova.” However, if the CITE model operates

[34–36], then at least some of these “failed supernovae”

1
In fact Loredo and Lamb [63], in their classic phenomeno-

logical–statistical analysis of SN1987A neutrinos, noted that their
best-fit cooling PNSþ accretion model entails BH formation; see
their Secs. VI.A and VIII.D. Loredo and Lamb [63] discarded the
BH solution because, lacking an alternative hypothesis to the
DνM, they could offer no explanation for late-time events.
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may not fail after all. What if a disk formed in

SN1987A [17]?

The details of disk formation depend on the specific

angular momentum, j, in the star. Having started to collapse,

a mass element located on the rotation plane at mass

coordinateM and with specific angular momentum j would

hit a centrifugal barrier at a distance

Rdisk ≈
j2

2GM
≈ 50

�

j

5 × 106 cm2=s

�

2
�

2 M⊙

M

�

km ð2Þ

above the compact remnant. The time at which the mass

element reaches Rdisk can be estimated by [17,34,38]

tdisk ≈ π

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r3
0

2GM

r

≈ 4

�

r0

109 cm

�

3

2

�

2 M⊙

M

�

1

2

sec ð3Þ

where r0 is the precollapse position. Note that tdisk equals

twice the Keplerian free-fall time for the mass element [17]

and is increasing with r0.

An accretion disk forms when the value of Rdisk emerges

above the compact remnant and continues to increase with

time. While stellar internal rotation profiles are not yet well

understood, especially just before core collapse [64,65],

the reference values of Rdisk and tdisk in Eqs. (2)–(3) are

indicative of disk formation inferred from some stellar

evolution models [66–68]. As an example, we use the

rotating star model of Hirschi, Meynet andMaeder [68]

to extract Rdisk as a function of tdisk for their 25 M⊙

progenitor, and show the result in Fig. 2. This model

predicts an accretion disk forming ∼5 sec after core-

collapse with a base radius of ∼50 km.

For a progenitor profile relevant for SN1987A, the mass

accretion rate of matter falling through the disk is in the

ballpark of _M ∼ 0.05 M⊙=s and can be sustained for many

seconds [17,38–40]. The accretion rate can be used to

estimate the accretion luminosity,

Lν̄e
≈
GMrem

_M

2Rdisk

≈ 2.6×1051

�

Mrem

2M⊙

��

_M

0.05M⊙=s

��

50 km

Rdisk

�

ergs−1:

ð4Þ

This accretion luminosity is dominated by nucleon con-

version (β and inverse-β decay) with Lνe
≈ Lν̄e

≫ Lνx
at

the source [46]. For an optically thin disk, the neutrino

spectrum approximately follows a pinched Fermi-Dirac

spectrum with mean neutrino energy related to the emitting

plasma temperature via hEν̄e
i ≈ 5.07T. Numerical simula-

tions with Rdisk ∼ 50 km, Mrem ∼ ð2–3Þ M⊙, and _M ∼

0.05 M⊙=s find T ∼ 2.5 MeV [17,38],
2

for which

hEν̄e
i ≈ 12.7 MeV. These results for Lν̄e

and hEν̄e
i are

consistent with the SN1987A data in Fig. 1, for the late-

time events at t≳ 5 sec.

The disk neutrino luminosity can be maintained for a

time scale of 10–20 sec. It decays eventually, following the

drop in mass accretion rate which, in turn, is sensitive to

the initial stellar profile. In the simulations of [38], for

example, this drop started around t ∼ 15 sec. Apart from

the decreasing mass accretion rate, if CITE operates then

thermonuclear detonation cuts off the accretion luminosity

at a time of the order of the free-fall time of the oxygen

layer outer boundary. In the SN1987A CITE simulation

of [17], the explosion occurred at t ≈ 25 sec. The

Kamiokande neutrino data [1] does contain four events

between 17 and 24 sec. Considering the total background

rate B ≈ 0.187 Hz [63], these events are consistent with

the background; nevertheless, with CITE as an alternative,

accretion disk luminosity could conceivably associate some

of these events with genuine signal.

IV. AXION EMISSION DOES NOT AFFECT

ACCRETION DISK NEUTRINO

LUMINOSITY

Axion emission with values of fa within a few orders of

magnitude from the standard axionbound (fa ∼ 108 GeV [7])
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FIG. 2. Keplerian disk formation radius vs disk formation time,

for the 25 M⊙ rotating stellar model of Hirschi, Meynet and

Maeder [68]. The horizontal dashed line denotes a reference

radius of 50 km.

2
See the snapshot at t ¼ 5.5 sec in Fig. 5 in [17], and at t ¼

7.598 sec in Fig. 6 in [38].
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does not affect the neutrino emission of the disk. To see

this, we model the axion emissivity by [8]

ϵa ≈ 4.7 × 1020

�

ρ

1014 g cm−3

��

T

30 MeV

�

3.5

×

�

4 × 108 GeV

fa

�

2

erg g−1 s−1: ð5Þ

The details of the axion couplings are not very important

for the discussion. For concreteness, in Eq. (5) we

assumed that the dominant axion emission mechanism

is nucleon bremsstrahlung NN → NNa and used CN ¼ 1

in the dilute approximation [8]. For comparison, the ν̄e
emissivity can be estimated including only nucleon

conversion [69],

ϵν̄e ≈ 2.7 × 1020

�

Xn

0.5

��

T

2.5 MeV

�

6

erg g−1 s−1; ð6Þ

where Xn is the neutron fraction and we consider the disk

to consist of a dissociated plasma of n; p; e�. Using again

characteristic values for the density and temperature

consistent with simulations [17,38] we see that the axion

emissivity of the disk is negligible compared to the

neutrino emissivity, for values of fa within 4 orders of

magnitude of the canonical axion bound:

ϵν̄e
ϵa

≈ 3.4 × 108

�

Xn

0.5

��

ρ

109 g cm−3

�

−1
�

T

2.5 MeV

�

2.5

×

�

fa

4 × 108 GeV

�

2

: ð7Þ

What makes the disk insensitive to axions is not just the

smallness of ϵa compared to ϵν̄e , shown by Eq. (7). Even in

the high density core of a PNS, with ρ ∼ 1014 g=cm3 and

T ∼ 30 MeV, the axion emissivity is small compared to

the neutrino emissivity. Rather, the key point is that the

accretion disk emission region is characterized by relatively

low density, ρ ∼ 109 g=cm3, and consequently it is opti-

cally thin to neutrinos: the mean free path of ν̄e is

l ∼ 3 × 103ð109 g cm−3=ρÞð10 MeV=EνÞ
2 km, to be com-

pared to a characteristic disk scale of Rdisk ≲ 100 km.

Therefore, the power generated in neutrinos via Eq. (6)

flows directly out of the star to form the asymptotic

luminosity of Eq. (4), being the dominant cooling mecha-

nism of the plasma in the disk. In contrast, a PNS at

ρ ∼ 1014 g=cm3 is deeply optically thick to neutrinos,

cannot cool by neutrino volume emission, and can thus

be affected by the volume emission of free-streaming

axions even for ϵa < ϵν.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The explosion mechanism of core collapse supernovae

(CCSNe) in general, and SN1987A in particular, is still

unknown. Nevertheless, the SN1987A neutrino burst had

traditionally been used to place constraints on new light

particles, such as axions, that free-stream out of the CCSN

core.

Simulations used in the literature to substantiate the

axion bound excised, by hand, the envelope of the star

above the proto-neutron star (PNS), such that the only

source of neutrinos in these simulations was a bare

cooling PNS. But a cooling PNS is not the only source

of neutrinos in a CCSN. If the delayed neutrino mecha-

nism (DνM) fails, and if the precollapse star was rotating,

then an accretion disk forms on a time scale of seconds at a

typical radius of a few 10’s of km above a stellar-mass

compact object (neutron star or black hole). Such accre-

tion disk would be a natural feature of collapse-induced

thermonuclear explosion (CITE). The accretion disk can

explain the late-time (t≳ 5 sec) neutrino events of

SN1987A [17]. Axions do not cool the disk and do not

affect its neutrino output.

We would like to emphasize that much work remains

before CITE can be verified (or excluded) as the explosion

mechanism of all or even some CCSNe. This said, even if

one takes for granted the DνM as the explosion mechanism

of SN1987A, simulations of the DνM in 2D show accre-

tion-induced neutrino luminosity that continues even while

the star is exploding [49,50], in contrast to results in 1D.

This suggests that a proper evaluation of the axion bound

may require 3D simulations extending to t ∼ 10 sec.

Without such simulations it may be difficult to ascertain

that the t ∼ 10 sec neutrino events did not come from

residual accretion.

We believe that these considerations cast doubt on the

SN1987A cooling bound on axions. Experimental searches

would do good to keep an open eye for axions in the

parameter space nominally excluded by the canonical

supernova bound. Interestingly, if an axion really does

exist with parameters in the “excluded” range, then there

should be a diffuse supernova axion background [70].

Our discussion of the bound pertains to the neutrino

burst duration argument of [7]. An independent argument

that bypasses our criticism for some particle physics

models was proposed in [71], which noted that dark

photons free-streaming from the PNS could convert into

Standard Model photons or e� pairs outside of the star,

leading to tension with gamma-ray limits. Another argu-

ment [72] notes that new particles must not transfer too

much of the internal energy of the core (≳1053 erg) into

the kinetic energy of the ejecta (Ekin ∼ 1051 erg [73]).

This consideration may indeed be more robust to the

uncertainties of the explosion mechanism compared with
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the neutrino burst duration argument. One point to note is

that the time available for the PNS to inject the new

particles could be limited by black hole formation at

tBH ≲ 3 sec or so [17], compared to the injection time

of order 10 seconds assumed in [71,72].

Finally, while we focused on axions for concreteness, we

expect that the situation is similar with regards to other

feebly-interacting new particles such as Majorons [13,14],

dark photons [11], sterile neutrinos [12], KK gravitons [15]

and other examples [16].
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Note added.—As this paper was being prepared for

publication, Ref. [74] appeared claiming detection of a

NS in the remnant of SN1987A. The observational data

discussed in [74] is an ALMA detection of a hot dust blob

in the remnant [75]. However, as noted in [74], the hot blob

could also be hiding an accreting BH, rather than a NS.

Moreover, there is no evidence for a pulsar. Thus, the

reason that [74] claimed a NS is actually not the detection

of the hot blob. Instead, the reason is due to the fact that

[74] assumed the DνM as the explosion mechanism of

SN1987A, as follows. According to [74], “explosion

models” of SN1987A, quoted from Refs. [76] and [77],

indicate a gravitational mass M for the compact remnant

that is smaller than the critical mass needed to form a BH

(about 2.3 M⊙). This, again according to [74], “strongly

suggests that a BH remnant in SN1987A is unlikely”.

However, the simulations of Ref. [76] and [77] were

artificial DνM explosions: the explosion energy and the

compact remnant mass in these simulations were free

parameters, selected by hand (see Sec. 2.2 in [76] and

Sec. 3.1 in [77]) by artificially adjusting the neutrino

luminosity of the compact object until explosion is

reached. In other words, Ref. [74] assumed a NS, based

on DνM artificial explosion simulations that assumed a

NS. Needless to say, this logic does not disfavour CITE

in any way.

APPENDIX: AXIONS DO NOT AFFECT THE

EARLY NEUTRINO BURST: NUMERICAL

SIMULATIONS

n this appendix we use numerical simulations to repro-

duce the finding of Refs. [51–53], that even when axion

emission quickly drains the PNS core of its internal heat

reservoir, the surface emission of neutrinos remains unaf-

fected for a while. Thus the first few seconds of a CCSN

neutrino burst are insensitive to axion emission.

We employ the one-dimensional GR1D code [78,79] for

a 20 M⊙ zero-age main-sequence progenitor star, with

the KDE0v1 equation of state [80]. Our progenitor profile

is taken from the nonrotating, solar metallicity sample of

[81]. Note that while the CITE scenario we have in mind for

SN1987A requires some stellar rotation, Ref. [46] demon-

strated that this rotation is likely irrelevant during the first

few seconds after core collapse (see Appendix D there), so

nonrotating profiles are adequate for our current purpose.

We add the axion cooling term Eq. (5) to the simulations,

ignoring axion reabsorption. This is an approximation that

only applies in the free-streaming limit. Our simulations

cover only the initial 0.5 sec after core collapse, but that is

sufficient to demonstrate the axion-driven volume cooling

of the PNS along with the insensitivity of the neutrino

surface emission to that cooling.

First, in Fig. 3we show the asymptotic neutrino luminosity

vs postbounce time, calculated with (dashed lines) and

without (solid lines) axion emission. We can see that the

asymptotic neutrino luminosity is unaffected by axion

emission until the end of the simulation, at postbounce time

t ∼ 0.2 sec, corresponding to ∼0.5 sec after the onset of

core collapse.

The asymptotic neutrino luminosity is unaffected by

the axion emission not because the axion luminosity is
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FIG. 3. Asymptotic neutrino luminosity calculated using GR1D

with (dashed) and without (solid) axion emission.
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small—the axion luminosity is large in this simulation, as
we show momentarily—but because the neutrinos come
from surface emission, and while the axions deplete the
PNS core of energy, it takes a neutrino diffusion time
(of order seconds) for this information to reach the surface.
We demonstrate this point in Fig. 4, where we show the
radial profiles of the neutrino and axion luminosity build-
up at two time snapshots, 0.05 and 0.17 sec postbounce.
The asymptotic axion luminosity grows from ∼7 ×

1052 erg=s to ∼3.5 × 1053 erg=s from one snapshot to
the second, in both cases reaching its asymptotic value
inside of the PNS core at a radius of ∼10 km. In both
snapshots the asymptotic axion luminosity is significantly
larger than the neutrino luminosity that is seen to emerge
from larger distances of order r ∼ 50 km.

In Fig. 5 we demonstrate that the axion emission is

indeed draining the PNS of its internal energy despite the

fact that this effect is not manifest in neutrinos. In the top

panel of Fig. 5 we show the radial profile of the PNS

temperature. In the axion emission simulation, the core

temperature at r≲ 6 km drops by a factor of ∼3 compared

to the no-axion case by t ¼ 0.17 sec postbounce, indicat-

ing large depletion of internal energy. Nevertheless, the

PNS temperature profile at and above the neutrinosphere,

r≳ 20 km, is essentially unaffected, explaining the stable

neutrino signal. For completeness, in the bottom panels of

Fig. 5 we also show the PNS density and electron fraction

in the different simulations.
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FIG. 5. Temperature, density and electron fraction profiles for

different postbounce time snapshots.
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FIG. 4. Axion and neutrino luminosity profiles as a function of

radius from the center of the star for two postbounce time

snapshots.
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